Portfolio Canvas
Hello, my name is Nicoline and this is my portfolio canvas.
It shows my expertise, experience and skills as a product designer.

What I like most about design is the detailling/
embodiment phase and the challenge of combining
function with an appealing form.
Concept design is a lot of fun, however I get even more
energy from the enigeering side of product design.
Making the product work and puzzling on all the small
details (working principles, materialisation and
production) is my thing!
I want to realise durable and high quality products that
are widely used. I like practical solutions to problems
and working in international teams always motivates me
to work hard on projects.

Product Design Engineer

THIS IS ME
- Always open to new ideas;
- Love autumn, nature and people;
- Next to being creative, I like to go running, hiking and
longboarding outside in the fresh air.

3D printed Sunglasses
One of the projects I am currently working on is for start-up brand STREEP. They
sell unique, customizable glasses on the dutch market. They are 3D printed and
therefore offer an amazing design freedom that endlessly inspires me as a
designer and offers the consumer unique glasses.
For STREEP I am doing trend analyses on the upcoming trends in sunglasses.
Wih this information I am designing their product line of sunglasses for the summer
seasons. I also create and detail all the models in Solidworks, ready to be printed
by a 3D printer.
As they just released their brand I can not show much in my portfolio yet. For now
you can see a glimpse of what it will become.
www.streep.nl offers more info on the brand itself.

Grolsch bars @ Lowlands and DTRH
Together with the team of SLF | Studio Linda Franse, we designed the bars for
Grolsch and Kornuit at Fantasy Island, Lowlands, DTRH and Zwarte Cross.
My responsibilties ranged from conceptualisation, branding and materialisation to
communication with the client, collecting all the building materials and instructing
the construction teams.
Due to the contract with Grolsch I can not show the drawings etc, but here you
can see an overview of the resulting bars at Lowlands and DTRH.

Remote control and receiving shape
The air purification product of Potok (on the left) needed a remote
control (A) and a receiving shape (B) on the top to position the remote
control and at the same time integrate the handle on top to carry the
product.
The team designed the product itself and my part was the remote and
receiving shape. Here you can see the process from sketching and the
concept design to engineering and prototyping.

The Pull&Dim pendant lamp with Philips OLED lighting

Hallstand . Tutto e Niente

B.

Clean up your mess in the hallway!
4. Prototyping (fully functioning prototype)

No fasteners are needed, the wooden
trays rest on the folds of the tube

Literature research on the history of domestic lighting and consumer
research showed that people have the need to light their houses not
only for functional purposes but also for an ambient atmosphere.
Different light sources and designs are used to satisfy different
lighting needs. However, a sufficient lightsource that fulfills all lighting
needs at once is not yet on the market.

The user interaction and different lighting modes

3. Engineering phase: Detailling the in- and
outside of the remote to the stage of
production.
1. sketching and small foam models

Italian design

Left: Trendanalysis and inspiration
for the new product line
Below: Matt surface finish

During my master I lived in Milano, Italy, for 7 months.
They only spoke Italian and I am very proud to have
learned this beautiful language in a short time span.

The ANKLE

For my graduation project at Philips in Aachen, Germany, I developed a new lamp to introduce the
Philips OLED lighting panels on the consumer market.

Key words during the design phase were:
Winkel van Sinkel, raw, young, character, craftmanship...

2. Final concept: Remote has a characteristic shape by itself
matching the main product. The top of the main product has
been redesigned to fit the remote and makes the handle less
obvious

This is a furniture project that I realised in Milano.

My expertise and skills:

Prototyping/model making

+

- Fully functioning prototypes
- Models for ergonomic testing
- Simple electronic circuits

ankle stabilizer reduces this angle.

The Pull&Dim pendant lamp is an interactive dinner
table lamp that will introduce the Lumiblade panels to
the consumer market. It provides warm ambient light
shining upwards and bright functional light downwards by means of four Lumiblade panels.
In order to show that this new light source no longer
needs shades; the casing of the working mechanism
is designed in the shape of an iconic lamp shade.
While the panels are hanging underneath it to let the
user play with the lights without touching (see left).
The 84 components of the lamp work together
smoothly as tested with a 1:1 functioning prototype.

The product consists of two parts;

I fully prototyped the lamp I
designed for my graduation
project. Above you can see the
electronic circuit in the lamp
and on the right parts of the
prototype itself

The carbonfibre base that is mounted to the skate and
The adjustable band that can be clicked on the hinges and
strapped around the lower leg.

3D modelling and Photoshop
- SolidWorks
Surface modelling, G2
- Keyshot rendering

Wall docking for Ipad; Fully
detailed Solidworks model, incl.
hinges, ribs etc; ready for
production.

Product Photography
Photoshoot for the helmet
prototype (see more on this
project earlier on the canvas)

Drawing
- Products:
- Idea sketching
- Full detail sketching

- Adobe Illustrator, Indesign and mainly Photoshop
- Sewing / making clothes
- Scale models

For Grolsch (on the left) and
Campina (below) I photoshopped several advertisements

- Realistic painting
For fun and for clients I paint
portraits of inspiring people.

Nicoline Marselis

This gave me the opportunity to really get to know the
people and the Italian (design) culture while studying.
5. Making some minor adjustments before the serial
production starts.

Reduction of the angle measured with the prototype

Ice skaters experience ankle buckling during
skating (see blue line in the left picture). By
reducing the angle of the ankles the skater can
push on the ice with more force and skate faster;

One single tube is folded
into
an
attaccappanni
(Italian for hallstand) with
two wooden trays for all
your stuff.
Easy, cheap and functional!

A.

Ankle Stabilizer

Distance sensor to detect a
hand for adjusting the height
and brightness.

For the shape development of
the Potok Air ventilation product
I build a 1:1 foam model
(120x60x60cm)

- Foam models
(for shape development)

+31 6 221 636 48
nicolinemarselis@gmail.com
www.nicolinemarselis.nl

